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TEASER

FADE IN:

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CLASSROOM - MORNING

The classroom is everything you can imagine it to be -
small, box-shaped and filled with thirty STUDENTS bored
out of their minds.

Sat by the window is DREW CUNNINGHAM (16, new) and his
attention has been captured by something outside. He's
easy on the eyes, not drop dead gorgeous but enough to
make you look twice.

DREW (V.O.)
I get it, starting a new school in
your Junior year is kind of a cliché
but I can't help the fact that my
mom thought it would be a great
idea to sleep with her boss' son
when said boss was our neighbor.

(sighs)
Whatever, there's no taming the
cougar. Trust me, I've tried. I
don't know how my dad is still
with her, it's not like she even
tries to hide it anymore.

He attempts to listen to the TEACHER but quickly looks
away, instead glancing at the other students in the room -
only to find that they're all already staring at him.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I get it, the new kid is like the
latest attraction at a zoo.
Everybody's interested for all of
ten minutes and then they get bored.
I'm not gonna lie but I'm waiting
for my ten minutes to be up.

Giving off a small sigh, he lets his head drop to the desk.
Behind him, two GIRLS look from their phones to him and
start to giggle. He's completely unaware.

EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - COURTYARD - MORNING

Living up to it's name in spectacular style, SUNSET VALLEY
HIGH SCHOOL is illuminated by the California sun. Everything
is picturesque, from the tall, lavish buildings to the
fashionably dressed students.

Drew walks through the crowd and glances around awkwardly.
Nothing here is familiar to him.

DREW (V.O.)
Here I am, hoping I don't fuck
this up.

(MORE)
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DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I was pretty popular back at my
last school. Class president,
hottest boyfriend ever...

(sighs)
Right now, I'm no-one.

He doesn't notice the students around him all checking
their phones. They start to glance in his direction, some
of them GIGGLING or pointing him out.

He catches sight of a JOCK giving him a strange look. He
turns and gets the same look from a CHEERLEADER. From a
NERD. From a JUNKIE.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Or maybe I'm someone who hasn't
realized they're someone yet.

Drew stops in the middle of the courtyard. He glances around -
yep, everybody's staring at him.

Somebody pushes through the crowd to approach. He's model
material: dark hair, defined cheekbones and perfect strong
arms. This is ISAAC RUTHERFORD.

ISAAC
Nice technique, dude. We should
get together sometime.

DREW
(blinks)

What?

His confusion causes Isaac to pause.

ISAAC
I'm Isaac, everybody knows me!

He smiles, coming off more charming than arrogant. Drew
still looks confused, causing Isaac to frown.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Isaac Rutherford?

Drew just stares blankly back at him.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Okay, apparently you don't...

DREW
I'm still trying to understand the
good technique thing, to be honest.

Isaac holds up his phone. Drew stares at the screen.

DREW (CONT'D)
(reads)

SVH Exposed?
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ISAAC
Sunset Valley High Exposed? You've
never heard of it?

DREW
(shrugs)

I'm new.

Isaac pauses for a second, before a grin spreads out across
his face.

ISAAC
You should check it out. You're
the top story.

Isaac gives him a cheeky WINK.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Give me a call sometime, we'll
make a top story together.

He struts away, moving through the parted crowd. More than
a few eyes follow him adoringly.

Drew frowns. Digs his cell phone out of his pocket and
angrily punches in 'SVH Exposed' into the search bar.

He clicks into the first link, which opens up a BLOG page.
The top story is a video link. It starts to play:

It's Drew, down on his knees in front of another guy,
getting up close and personal with his junk!

DREW (V.O.)
Yes, that's me giving my ex-
boyfriend head. What the--

BLACK OUT.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CLASSROOM - AFTERNOON

Drew is sat at a table near the back of the room. Every
couple of seconds, he catches somebody staring at him.

DREW (V.O.)
The attention didn't stop all day.
I became 'the new guy who gives
great head'. I'm sure that's
technically a compliment but on my
first day, it wasn't really what I
wanted to be known for.

The teacher, one MR JONATHAN BELL (30's, cool) is becoming
increasingly aware of the staring.

MR BELL
So... Macbeth, eh? Can anybody
tell me what scene he and his wife
kill King Duncan?

Nobody offers an answer. Drew's hand TWITCHES.

DREW (V.O.)
Don't say it. The last thing you
need is for everybody to think
you're a nerd. Don't --

A BLOND GUY (16, football jock) puts up his hand. Drew
stares in surprise. Mr Bell doesn't look as stunned and
just smiles at the jock.

MR BELL
Uh, yes, Kian?

KIAN
Act Two, Scene One.

MR BELL
That's completely right!

(beat)
Again.

KIAN fistbumps the guy next to him. Mr Bell glares at the
rest of the class. They aren't even trying.

DREW (V.O.)
Woah, hot jock with brains. I like.

MR BELL
When does Lady Macbeth first appear?

Drew's hand goes up. Everybody looks his way.
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DREW (V.O.)
Bad idea.

MR BELL
(smiles)

Andrew, right?

DREW
Just Drew.

Kian looks over at him. Drew immediately looks away.

MR BELL
Okay then, fire away!

DREW
(nervous)

Act One, Scene Five?

MR BELL
Another right answer, thank you!
Okay --

He's cut off by the BELL ringing.

DREW (V.O.)
Never answering a question again
ever.

The class start hurrying to escape the classroom.

MR BELL
Drew, would you mind staying behind?

DREW
Uh... sure.

He approaches the teacher's desk as the rest of the class
file out.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Okay, maybe that was an impractical
resolution.

MR BELL
Please, take a seat.

He waves towards one of the chairs at the front of the
classroom. Drew sits down, glancing at the door nervously.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
I don't know whether anybody's
told you but here at Sunset Valley
High we have a mentorship scheme
for new students, just to make
sure they settle in alright. I
happen to be yours.
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DREW
Oh, that's... That's cool.

MR BELL
So how did it go?

He's all smiles. It's almost a little off putting.

DREW
(confused)

The mentoring?

MR BELL
Your first day! I know it's hard
starting a new school, trust me
I've been there...

(sighs)
And as for those rumors, just ignore
them, they'll die down soon enough.

DREW
The rumors?

Mr Bell goes red as he does his best to play it off.

MR BELL
The whole... boy thing.

DREW (V.O.)
Well at least the teachers think
they're just rumors.

GIRL (O.S.)
It's not a rumor, there's a video
and everybody has seen it!

DREW (V.O.)
Or not anymore.

Both males turn around to see FRANCESCA "CHESS" BELL stood
in the doorway, all blond hair and smiles.

Mr Bell and Drew have a contest to see who has the reddest
face. Drew just edges the win. They avoid eye contact.

Chess walks into the classrom, throwing Drew a quick smile.

CHESS
Sorry about that. It was either
tell him now or drunkenly bring it
up tonight, so...

Mr Bell rests his head in his hands, embarrassed.

MR BELL
Drew, this is my daughter, Chess.
Chess, this is Drew, the new
student.
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DREW
(awkward)

Nice to meet you.
(voice-over)

Bitch.

He holds out his hand. She shakes it loosely before she
turns to her father and grins.

CHESS
(loudly)

So Drew, is my dad as boring a
teacher as everybody says he is?

Drew looks like a deer stuck in the headlights.

DREW
Uh... he's great.

CHESS
(rolls her eyes)

Yeah, yeah. You coming to the Daley
party tonight?

Mr Bell looks up and nods at Drew.

MR BELL
(optimistic)

It would be a great way for you to
better get to know your fellow
students!

DREW
I wasn't invited.

CHESS
(grins)

You can be my plus one.

Drew looks between them, both with infectious smiles and
hopeful expressions.

DREW (V.O.)
Why do I already get the feeling
this family is going to be the
death of me?

He bites his lip.

EXT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - EVENING

Drew is stood at the end of the driveway, dressed in a
green t-shirt and jeans. His hands are in his pockets and
he jumps from toe to toe.

A MERCEDES BENZ rolls up to the driveway. Chess is at the
wheel, dressed in a cute white blouse and a short red skirt.
She looks Drew up and down.
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CHESS
I am so glad we agreed to meet at
nine.

DREW
(checks his watch)

It's nine thirty.

CHESS
(giggles)

Cool people don't go to parties
until at least ten thirty.

(smirks)
And we're gonna need some time to
find you a better outfit!

Drew looks down at his clothes. Frowns.

DREW
I thought you said casual?

CHESS
(sympathetic)

Oh honey, you need some serious
fashion advice.

(excited)
Go open your wardrobe, I shall be
your fairy godmother for the night!

Letting out a loud sigh, Drew turns and begins to stomp
back towards the house. Chess can't help but grin.

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - DREW'S ROOM - LATER

Drew's room is spacious but barely decorated. Opened boxes
scatter the room with clothes still pouring out of some.
The only thing that actually looks unpacked is his computer.

Chess is laid out on Drew's bed, surrounded by countless
discarded tops and trousers. Her focus is on the closed en
suite bathroom door.

CHESS
It's ten o'clock, time is ticking!

The bedroom door opens and a woman enters: VIVIENNE
CUNNGINHAM (late 30's, cougar mom). She sees Chess laying
on the bed and raises an eyebrow.

Chess points towards the bathroom door. Viv nods and walks
over to the door. She RAPS her knuckles against it twice.

VIV
Honey, did you go straight and not
tell me?

DREW (O.S.)
(through door)

What, no!
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VIV
Then why is there a girl laying on
your bed?

The bathroom door opens to reveal Drew decked out in a
dark green shirt and tight rust-colored chinos. He looks
from Viv to Chess and smiles nervously.

DREW
Mom, this is Chess. She's a friend
from school.

VIV
You're already making new friends?
Yay you!

(quiet)
Any cute guys around for Mama C?

DREW
(glares)

Mom! What if Dad hears you?

Viv just grins and steps back.

VIV
Oh, he's working late.

DREW
Already?!

Viv just shrugs it off. Drew turns to Chess and waves a
hand at his outfit.

DREW (CONT'D)
So? Does it fit your ridiculous
requirements?

CHESS
(grins)

Simple but effective. We have a
winner!

VIV
You look dashing. If you weren't
my son--

DREW
Please don't finish that sentence.

(to Chess)
And you're sure this time? Sure,
sure?

Chess narrows her eyes. Looks him up and down again.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Oh God.

She jumps up and CLAPS her hands together.
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CHESS
Yep, this one's just right! You're
going to score some serious tail
tonight, my friend!

DREW
(embarrassed)

Tail? I don't really --

CHESS
You're the guy with great blowie
technique. Embrace it. Love it.

A small smile creeps up on Drew's lips.

DREW
I have been told I give great head.

VIV
What? Oh honey, that's a great
start! All the boys will come
running!

She pulls him into a big hug. Drew looks over her shoulder
at Chess, eyes wide in alarm.

CHESS
(excited)

That's the spirit!

The second Viv lets him go, Chess GRABS Drew by the hand
and pulls him away!

VIV
Have fun! Bring me back the
quarterback!

Drew kicks the door shut. Viv just pouts.

EXT. DALEY HOUSE - BACK YARD - NIGHT

The party's in full swing! Chart music blasts from large
speakers whilst people get comfortable wherever they can -
on deck chairs, in the hot tub, on the grass...

Kian stands next to his twin sister, ALICE. She's slim,
with bright blonde hair and eyes that are undressing any
guy she sees.

ALICE
Face it, brother, I just throw
better parties than you.

KIAN
Don't hold your breath, party's
not over yet. This can easily get
fucked over.

Kian throws her a sly smile and takes a swig from his beer.
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ALICE
(raises her eyebrows)

You gonna sabotage me?

KIAN
Sabotage is your area of expertise.
I meant the new guy everybody's
talking about. He's a wildcard.

ALICE
He's coming?

KIAN
He's already here.

He nods his head over towards the entrance where - Drew
and Chess enter, her arm around his shoulders.

CHESS
Welcome to your first SVH party!

DREW
(dryly)

It looks... just like any other
party ever.

CHESS
But it's so much more fun!

DREW
If you insist.

She begins to leads him towards two large buckets filled
with ice and beer.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Chess' enthusiasm was infectious,
no matter how hard I tried to remain
calm and cool.

She pulls out two bottles of beer and passes them to the
guy closest to them. Drew looks - it's Isaac and he's
totally shirtless! He pops the caps off the bottles and
passes them back to her.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
That also became a lot harder when
it turned out she knew every hot
guy at the party.

CHESS
Hey Isaac, this is my new friend
Drew.

(warning)
Be nice!

ISAAC
Hey, BJ guy, right? Didn't we meet
earlier?
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He grabs Drew by the shoulder and pulls him into a rough
hug. Drew looks at Chess with wide eyes and only gets an
enthusiastic nod in return.

DREW
(gasps)

Ribs...

Isaac pulls away and grins at Drew.

ISAAC
Nice to meet you again too!

Drew gives him the ghost of a smile. He's too busy staring
at Isaac's abs.

DREW
Yeah, awesome...

Isaac catches him looking. His smile widens.

ISAAC
I'll see you around, ladies!

He stumbles off to the next hot guy.

CHESS
He's the school flirt. I don't
think there's anybody who hasn't
got with him.

DREW
(mutters)

He sounds lovely.

CHESS
If all else fails, at least you
can get with him tonight!

Drew laughs uncomfortably.

DREW
What is your obsession with getting
me some action tonight?

CHESS
Well, you're not with the guy in
the video anymore, right?

Drew takes a big gulp of his beer.

DREW
No...

CHESS
And the break-up was one of the
reasons you moved towns, right?

Another swig of the beer.
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DREW
Yes...

CHESS
Then you need a rebound and I'm
going to be your wingman!

DREW (V.O.)
How lucky for me.

He just smiles at her.

CHESS
Come, there's some more guys you
should meet, for example...

She PUSHES him, causing him to STUMBLE back and COLLIDE
with somebody!

DREW
What the --

BOY (O.S.)
Woah, watch it.

Drew turns around to see who he collided with - it's another
GUY, leather jacket and messy hair. A tattoo peeks out
above his collar.

CHESS
Brandon, hey! This is Drew, the --

BRANDON
(interrupts)

Sextape guy, right.

BRANDON looks Drew up and down. Drew shifts uncomfortably
under his watchful eye.

DREW
Actually, I only gave him head.

(beat)
That time.

Brandon shrugs it off. He looks a little uncomfortable.

BRANDON
Oh. That's cool, I guess.

He stalks away. Drew turns on Chess, glowering. She's
unfazed by his angry expression.

DREW
Why did you push me into him of
all people? He looks like he beats
people up for a living!
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CHESS
(scolds)

But think what he can do with those
arms!

Drew pauses. Thinks about it. Shrugs.

DREW
Okay, fair point.

They laugh it off and start to walk. Chess scans the crowd
around them before her eyes fall on someone. A smirk begins
to play on her lips.

CHESS
I'll be back in a second, okay?
There's someone I wanna speak to.

Drew opens his mouth to respond but Chess is already
hurrying away.

A hand claps down on his shoulder, making Drew jump!

DREW (V.O.)
Oh sweet Jesus, I'm gonna die.

He turns his head slightly to see a burly-looking kid
standing there. He goes by BEAR and it's easy to see why.

BEAR
(drunkenly slurring)

Dude, I have watched your video
like twelve times now.

DREW
Um... Thanks?

BEAR
You have great technique.

Drew just stares at him.

BEAR (CONT'D)
So I guess you're not a virgin,
huh?

DREW
(blinks)

No, I'm not.

BEAR
That's a damn shame. Virgins are
my favorite.

Bear gives out a loud sigh before he starts to stumble
away. Drew watches him practically MOUNT another guy.

CHESS (O.S.)
I see you've met Bear.
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Drew turns to see Chess approaching again, her right hand
clasped around something.

DREW
He's certainly something.

CHESS
Third time as a Senior. Poor guy
just can't graduate.

She shakes her head, watching Bear fondly. Drew nods towards
her closed hand.

DREW
What's that?

CHESS
You'll see.

(quick)
Have you met the host's brother
yet?

DREW
(shakes his head)

Who's the host?

Chess turns Drew around and points at Alice. She's got her
lips all over Brandon. He responds a little less eagerly.

DREW (CONT'D)
Is that a new thing or...

He lets it trail. Chess just shakes her head.

CHESS
She's his beard but shush, nobody's
supposed to know that.

DREW
So how do you know it?

CHESS
(points)

Hey look, her brother's right there!

Drew looks from Alice to Kian and immediately his cheeks
flush a little.

DREW
He's in my English class.

CHESS
He's also smoking hot.

Drew can't help but match her grin.

DREW
Okay yeah, he's that too. Is he
straight?
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CHESS
(rolls her eyes)

Honey, nobody in this town is
straight. Go say hi!

He just stares at her.

DREW
I can't talk to him! That requires
socializing with strangers!

CHESS
Luckily I prepared for your
inability to talk to humans - I
got us these.

She holds out her closed fist and opens it to reveal two
tablets. Drew looks at them with wide eyes.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Just so you have a good night!
Don't worry, I do it all the time.

Drew doesn't look convinced.

CHESS (CONT'D)
It's just Mandy, it's not gonna
kill you!

(sighs)
But hey, it's up to you.

Drew looks from her back to the pills -

And takes one, throwing it straight in his mouth! He washes
it back with some of his drink.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Good going, little one!

She swallows her own pill.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Now, go say hi to Kian. He's already
watching you.

She grabs him by the shoulders and turns him round. Sure
enough, Kian is already looking in his direction.

DREW (V.O.)
Yep, she's really going to be the
death of me.

With a sigh, he takes a long gulp of his drink and starts
to approach.

BLACK OUT.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

INT. CHESS' CAR - NIGHT

The car is parked outside the Cunningham house.

Drew's eyes flutter open. He attempts to sit up and finds
himself strapped into one of the backseats.

Chess is sat in the driver's seat, applying lipstick. She
sees him awakening and smiles.

DREW
(mumbles)

Wuh?

CHESS
Good, you're up! I was starting to
think they'd killed you.

DREW
You don't sound that worried.

(beat)
Fuck, my head...

CHESS
Yeah, maybe those pills were a bit
strong.

He reaches up, grabbing his head. Somehow Chess is still
all smiles.

CHESS (CONT'D)
You got some action so yay you!

DREW
Oh God.

(beat)
I don't remember a thing... Who
did I get with?

Chess' face lights up with excitement. Drew looks worried.

CHESS
Kian -

Drew attempts to smile. Score!

DREW (V.O.)
Oh.

CHESS
(teasing)

Brandon -

His expression falters.
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DREW (V.O.)
My.

CHESS
(ecstatic)

And Isaac!

His eyes go wide.

DREW (V.O.)
Nope, just shoot me now.

He lets out a load GROAN and slumps back in his seat. Chess
giggles and claps.

CHESS
Good work!

DREW
This is not what my reputation
needed!

CHESS
No no no, it's exactly what it
needed! People know who you are
now, you've made a statement!

Drew doesn't exactly look convinced.

DREW
Does everybody know I got with all
three?

CHESS
Nope, nobody knows but me... and
them, I guess. They don't know
that you got with the others though!

Drew takes a moment to try and understand what she means
before giving up entirely.

DREW
Is it cool if I cry?

CHESS
Fire away!

Drew unhooks his seatbelt and falls face down onto the
carseat. He attempts to speak but his words are muffled.

CHESS (CONT'D)
What was that?

Drew lifts his head just enough to talk clearly.

DREW
I'm gonna have to talk to them,
aren't I?
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CHESS
(shakes her head)

Why would you do that?

DREW
I don't want any of them getting
the wrong idea. I'm not looking
for a relationship.

(beat)
Right now.

Chess looks over her seat at him and smiles sweetly.

CHESS
Get out.

DREW
(blinks)

What, why?

CHESS
(checks her watch)

It's three in the morning. We have
school later.

DREW
(moans)

Kill me.

He slowly goes for the handle. Chess taps her watch,
grinning at him. He shoots her a glare before exiting.

EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - COURTYARD - MORNING

Drew's locker is on one of the courtyard walls. He unpacks
books from his bag into his locker, looking miserable.

He reaches into his bag and pulls out a bottle of ANTI-
DEPRESSANTS. He takes two and quickly hides the bottle
away again.

Chess stops next to him, fresh-faced and smiling.

DREW
How are you always so happy? It's
sickening.

CHESS
That's for me to --

DREW
Please don't finish that sentence.
It sucks.

Chess just pouts at him.

DREW (CONT'D)
(rolls his eyes)

Fine, I'm sorry. What's up?
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CHESS
I found Isaac for you...

Drew deflates even more.

DREW
Where is he?

She nods across the courtyard. Drew looks over his shoulders
and sees Isaac stood chatting with a large group of people.

DREW (CONT'D)
But... people!

CHESS
You're the one who said you should
talk to them!

DREW
(grouchy)

Fine.

CHESS
Hangovers aren't your thing, are
they?

All she gets is a glare from Drew before he stomps away.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Good luck!

Drew approaches the group. Isaac clocks him first and smiles
widely at him.

ISAAC
Drew, hey!

(to his friends)
Guys, Drew's the BJ guy.

DREW (V.O.)
My hitlist is growing by the second.

Drew just smiles and waves awkwardly. They look at him
like he's a penguin in a rainforest - what the hell.

DREW (CONT'D)
Hey... guys.

(to Isaac)
Can we talk?

ISAAC
Sure! Later dudes, dudettes.

He breaks away from the group, doing more than a couple of
fistbumps and half-hugs as he struggles to get away. He
has way too many friends.

When he's finally free, he follows Drew into a corner of
the courtyard.
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ISAAC (CONT'D)
What's up?

DREW
We kissed last night.

ISAAC
I'm aware of that.

DREW
I was drunk, I don't have feelings
for you.

Isaac blinks, a little stunned by Drew's bluntness.

ISAAC
That's cool with me. I've had more
drunken kisses than I have -

DREW
(warning)

Don't finish that.
(beat)

We good?

ISAAC
We good!

Drew turns and stomps away without a goodbye.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Call me!

DREW
(calls back)

No.

Drew's disappearing into the crowd but Isaac's still wearing
a stupid grin on his face.

ISAAC
Well damn...

He shakes his head and wanders back to his clique.

Chess watches the exchange with raised eyebrows. She sighs
and shakes her head at Drew.

EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - JUNKIE'S PARADISE - MORNING

The Junkie's Paradise doesn't look like any kind of
paradise, despite what the overly cartoonish sign above it
reads. It's nothing more than a concrete area with a few
park benches occupied by the school's resident JUNKIES.

Amongst them is Brandon, smoking a blunt.

Chess leads Drew towards the paradise before stopping a
good fifteen feet away.
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CHESS
There he is, go!

Drew looks at her. Raises an eyebrow.

DREW
Any reason you're staying so far
back?

CHESS
Dude, the place is called Junkie's
Paradise. Does that sound safe to
you?!

Drew just shrugs and walks off. Brandon glances up and
sees Drew. His expression darkens.

Before Drew can even say anything, Brandon grabs him by
the arm.

BRANDON
Not here.

He pulls Drew away from the crowd of junkies. Chess watches
them with a frown.

Brandon glances over his shoulder to make sure they're out
of hearing range.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
(sharp)

You cannot tell anybody about last
night, especially not Alice.

DREW
(blinks)

I wasn't going to.

BRANDON
Good.

He lets out a small sigh of relief. Offers the blunt.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
Want some? It's not my usual stuff
but it's good.

Drew wrinkles his nose in disgust.

DREW
Not really my thing.

Brandon just shrugs.

BRANDON
That all?

DREW
No. I'm not into you.
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Just like Isaac, Brandon blinks back the surprise. Drew's
apparently unaware how blunt he's being, at least if his
expression is anything to go by.

BRANDON
Oh.

DREW
Sorry. That cool?

A pause. Finally Brandon nods. Smiles half-heartedly.

BRANDON
Yeah, that's cool. I'm not into
you either. Girlfriend, remember?

DREW
Good. That's good.

(beat)
I'm just gonna go...

Brandon doesn't say anything as Drew half-runs back to
Chess. He takes a drag from the blunt and shakes his head
as he lets it go.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CORRIDOR - AFTERNOON

Kian is surrounded by his fellow football JOCKS and a couple
of CHEERLEADERS. Drew and Chess stand across the hall.

DREW
There's no way I'm gonna talk to
him with all those people there. I
think I'd rather have a heart
attack.

(beat)
I think it would give me a heart
attack.

CHESS
(huffs)

Fine. Wait here.

She moves several feet down the corridor. Drew watches her
in confusion as she starts to LIFT HER TOP.

CHESS (CONT'D)
(yelling)

Who wants to see my breasts?

Everybody's attention is on her! Half of the jocks run
over to see. The cheerleaders follow them to pull them
away from her.

Kian hangs back and that's when Drew makes his move.

DREW
Kian, hey.
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He looks more than a little nervous.

KIAN
Oh, hey.

(beat)
It's Drew, right?

Now it's Drew's turn to look surprised.

KIAN (CONT'D)
You look surprised.

DREW
Just surprised that you didn't
automatically call me BJ guy. It's
kinda stuck.

Kian can't help but laugh.

KIAN
What's up, man?

DREW
Do you remember much of last night?

A pause, before:

KIAN
(grins)

Jack shit. I was so wiped out, I
can't remember a thing.

DREW
(relieved)

Oh, that's cool. I know how you
feel!

He starts to pull away.

KIAN
(frowns)

Wait, did we...

He points between them. Drew just shrugs.

DREW
Apparently we kissed. I remember
as much as you do!

KIAN
Oh... fair enough. I'm sure it was
great!

DREW
(awkward)

Yeah. Great.

Kian chuckles. Glances over at Chess giving a free show.
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KIAN
She's a bit weird, right?

DREW
(grins)

Tell me about it.

Drew meets Chess' eye and nods. She lowers her top, earning
a round of BOOS. She gives a small CURTSEY and quickly
pushes out of the crowd to meet him. They hurry away.

CHESS
Well, happy now?

DREW
Yep, he was just as drunk as I am.
Doesn't remember a thing.

Chess raises an eyebrow. Glances back at Kian just as Alice
slides up next to him. Her glare is enough to get Chess to
look away.

ALICE
Why'd you lie?

He stares at her. Frowns.

ALICE (CONT'D)
We both know you weren't that drunk.

KIAN
(shrugs)

Whatever.

The corridor explodes into a chorus of BEEPS. Cell phones
start coming out as a whispering starts building.

Chess stares down at her phone in surprise. She glances in
Drew's direction. Drew's face falls.

DREW
What now?

Chess hands her phone over - and a picture of Drew and
Isaac KISSING is at the very top of the SVH Exposed blog!

He looks up to find everybody staring at him again. Kian
looks almost hurt.

Brandon shuffles into the corridor, looking up from his
phone. His face fixes into a stony expression.

Isaac is stood at the lockers beside Drew with his posse
of popular kids. He BLOWS him a KISS and gives him a WINK.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Well... fuck.

Off Drew's miserable expression, CUT TO:
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EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - PARKING LOT - AFTERNOON

Drew and Chess walk across the parking lot to her car.
People in the distance point Drew out to one another.

DREW (V.O.)
This wasn't exactly how I imagined
my time at Sunset Valley High
starting. Isaac might have been
the school flirt but I was the
school whore and I'd been here all
of two days.

(beat)
Just great.

Chess lets out a loud sigh and wraps an arm around Drew's
shoulders.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I guess it's not all bad though.
As weird as she is, Chess is a
good friend. I don't know many
girls who'd be willing to get their
boobs out so I could have a
conversation with a football player.

They pass Kian and Alice on the way to his car. Kian nods
at Drew. Drew smiles back.

Alice catches the look between them and rolls her eyes.

CHESS
So... you're loving it, right?

DREW
What, this whole class-whore thing?

(sarcastic)
Best thing to ever happen to me.

CHESS
It's better than being no-one,
right? Did you see the way those
guys were looking at you?

Drew can't help but nod and grin at her.

CHESS (CONT'D)
You're Mr Easy, it's just who you
are. Play up to it! Embrace it, Lo--

DREW
(cutting in)

Love it, I know!
(grins)

Okay, okay, fine! Thank you for
your crazy-ass wisdom.

Chess beams at him, pride written all over her face.
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CHESS
Don't mention it, Easy.

They burst into another round of laughter. It's another
day well spent.

FADE TO BLACK.

END OF ACT TWO
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